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A Curse Of Fire (Fae Academy Book 1)
Beauty and the Beast meets Irish Mythology in this sweeping retelling of the beloved fairytale.
Is this bond a blessing or a curse? My blood binds me to the curse of the summer fae. Am I entwined with the Unseelie's curse as well? I didn't ask to be the key to the survival of not one but two faerie realms, but I can't stand by while others suffer if there's some way I can help. Unfortunately, the ties of my
heart to men on both sides may cause more problems than I can solve. After years of violence, will summer and winter even find peace? Neither side is eager to compromise, and my lovers' loyalties to me have turned them into targets. I want to believe that love can win out over hate and pain. But as tensions
both between and within the realms rise, it might break me apart instead. *Secrets of Winter is the fifth book in Bound to the Fae, a new paranormal romance series featuring possessive shifters, dangerous fae politics, and a wounded heroine finding her strength.*
For fans of Labyrinth, Sarah J. Maas, and Laini Taylor. There are three rules to surviving the Fae-and I'm about to break every single one. Rule #1. Never cross into Faerie. When I'm chased across the enchanted border and caught by its sinister ruler of the sky, the pretty trickster with a clever tongue offers
me a deal. Rule #2: Never bargain with a Fae. But I don't have a choice. For thirteen days, I have to survive in his mountainous maze of crooked bridges, deceptive stairways, and devious inhabitants. Refuse, and my sisters will suffer as punishment. Rule #3: Never fall for the enemy. I should have known my
sexy captor wouldn't play fair. The deeper I plunge into this dangerous world of Solitary Fae, the more I'm entangled in their ruler's seductive web of desire-and the forbidden temptations he offers. The price of losing this wicked game is everything I love. But winning might just cost me my heart. Step into the
Dark Fables World, where defiant mortals and deceitful faeries clash. Kiss the Fae is the first book in Natalia Jaster's romantic fantasy series, Vicious Faeries. If you like slow burns, enemies-to-lovers, angst with heart, and magical plot twists, get ready for a book hangover. NA/new adult: sexual content and
language. For mature readers 18+. "KISS THE FAE is a gorgeous, glittering jewel of a book that has everything I adore. Snarky characters, beautiful prose, and smoldering slow-burn romance. Sarah J. Maas and Holly Black fans are going to devour this story!" - Audrey Grey, USA Today Bestselling Author
of Evermore Academybr> "Natalia Jaster has once again created a spellbinding fantasy that you will never want to leave. If you adore sexy fae anti-heroes, feisty heroines, and delicious enemies to lovers romance, you don't want to miss out on the Dark Fables World!" - Frost Kay, USA Today Bestselling
Author of Twisted Kingdoms
Cornered Magic Sam, a half-fae Void, is ostracized by her own people, much less the humans who control her home—the Illinois Mystical Reservation. Packed into the Reservation with vampires, werewolves, faes, and mages alike, Sam does her best to travel below the radar, but when her only friend asks for her
help she can’t say no. Her work to solve a fae’s murder brings her to the forefront of vampire politics, and changes her life forever. Misguided Allies Half-fae Sam Gollet is no stranger to solitary confinement—being a half-fae working as a vampire enforcer will do that to you. She is also accustomed to solving
the crimes within the supernatural community inside the Illinois Mystical Reservation when the feds refuse to lift a finger. After being released from Solitary, she finds herself quickly embroiled in the mysterious deaths of leading members of the fae community. Despite having been ostracized by the fae
community, Sam agrees to solve the murders at the risk of her own safety. As the body count rises, she'll be forced to show her allegiance to the fae and prove that she's not in league with Heywood’s vampire gang, all the while trying to rebuild her crumbling friendships, avoid rejection from her family, and
dissuade the unwanted attentions of a mage living outside the reservation. It seems like no matter what she does, all they can see is her allegiance to the vampires, leaving her wondering if she is stuck with misguided allies. Balanced Chaos Half-fae Sam never thought she’d live to see the day when she would
work with the government running the reservation. But when the National Guard rolls in to stop an underground power struggle from erupting, she quickly becomes embroiled in a web of secrets and lies. Lieutenant Colonel Gallagher of the National Guard needs a meeting with the elusive fae clan leaders. He
has appropriated Sam, with her unique powers, to go between himself and the Clan leaders, even if it costs her her life. Face-to-face with an actual clan leader, Sam is given an ultimatum—save his poisoned wife to get a meeting with the fae leaders. Sam’s day just got complicated.
Fate of Fire
Fae War
The Fae King's Curse
Little Fire and Fog
The Cruel Fae King
Once Upon A Curse

A Curse of Fire
We're burning from within.... So, I'm in trouble. My mate, Iain, thinks I betrayed him. That's because I did--using a love potion to control him. But now, it's stopped working, and there's nothing left but his anger. He's not the only one pissed off at me. My Court
knows that I've lost the sacred stone of our people, putting everyone in danger. When the Royal Guard comes for me with a pair of fire manacles, I'm not surprised. But when my estranged mate, king of the Sea Fae, strolls into the Court of Fire to help me....
Well, that bit is unexpected. I'm in no position to turn down help, even if my mate is hardly speaking to me. If we don't recover the Soul Stone soon, all of my people will burn from within. As we go deep into enemy territory, the desire between us becomes
impossible to resist. And if I can't fight it, he'll never let me go.
The Serenity of the Land of Faerie is threatened as the Unseelie Queen Aveta rages war against the three remaining Seelie Realms of Faerie. As Shade's powers grow, she finds she is running out of time to keep the war from spilling into the human world.
Winter is growing in strength as the evil Queen's horrifying legions scar the land in their frigid wake. No one is safe. Shade becomes enemy number one for the Unseelie legions. Questioning her true role of power, Shade discovers the cost of winning may
come at a much higher price than she ever imagined.
Continue reading the award-winning Love and Magic series with this sexy paranormal romance, and enjoy a world of dangerous seduction, witty banter, and enemies-to-lovers happily ever afters! Warning: Includes a hero who is as sweet as he is sexy, and
may cause intense yearning and unintentional hugging of your reading device. Maybe even licking. Love is the lure that could break her curse—or her heart Growing up among witches as a rare and powerless male descendant hasn’t been easy for Basil
Murray. When he learns his true identity, he’s all too eager to claim his own magic, but the tangle of lies that shaped his past might just kill him before he unlocks the secret to his powers. And the beautiful fae whose life he saves may be at the center of it all.
Fae bounty hunter Isa’s days are numbered. The death curse she’s stalled will soon kill her, unless she ends the bloodline of the one who cursed her. And of course the last living descendant turns out to be the striking male to whom she now owes a life
debt. Even worse, Basil has the nerve to unapologetically fall in love with her—and make her crave what she can never have… KEYWORDS: SEXY PARANORMAL ROMANCE, ENEMIES TO LOVERS, STEAMY DEMON ROMANCE, FOUND FAMILY, STRONG
HEROINE, GUARANTEED HEA, NO CLIFFHANGERS, FUNNY ROMANCE, LAUGH OUT LOUD, HAPPILY EVER AFTER, HOT FAE ROMANCE, STANDALONE
The Welsh Fairy-book
Stories and Fairy Tales for Adult Readers
Banshee Quest: Renna's Curse (A Blood Fae Chronicles prequel)
To Stir a Fae's Passion
Savior's Curse
A Novel of Love and Magic

When a drop of blood touched by faeries puts Aurora in a deep sleep, her blind half-sister Isabelle embarks on a dangerous journey to find the prince whose kiss of true love will waken
Aurora.
After Liam Cooper is attacked, not by an enemy but by another werewolf, Spellcaster Emma Slade suspects the Norse gods are playing with the lives of the supernaturals in the pocket realm.
But when the entire pack starts screaming for the Alpha's blood, Emma uses her life magic to help hide Liam from the supernatural hunters sworn to bring him in dead or alive. When the whole
world is out to get you paranoia is just smart thinking... Liam's kept something from Emma, a secret that might be the key to saving the pack. Because it isn't an Alpha's power that is
destined to make the werewolves whole. Only a werewolf king, blessed by the gods and bonded with his mate, can unite them. Just one problem, his bond with Emma is gone. Now, Liam must
choose between the woman he loves and the pack that shares his blood. For only one can survive. Savior's Curse is the dramatic conclusion of the Spellcaster urban fantasy trilogy where fae,
werewolves and Norse gods walk among mortals and love heals the most tormented soul. The Spellcaster series Book 1: Savior's Spell Book 2: Savior's Hex Book 3: Savior's Curse Related
Series: The Unseelie Court
Passionate, violent, sexy and daring ... A true page-turner - USA Today The tantalising start to a seductive fantasy series from global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas Feyre is a
huntress. And when she sees a deer in the forest being pursued by a wolf, she kills the predator and takes its prey to feed herself and her family. But the wolf was not what it seemed, and
Feyre cannot predict the high price she will have to pay for its death ... Dragged away from her family for the murder of a faerie, Feyre discovers that her captor, his face obscured by a
jewelled mask, is hiding even more than his piercing green eyes suggest. As Feyre's feelings for Tamlin turn from hostility to passion, she learns that the faerie lands are a far more
dangerous place than she realized. And Feyre must fight to break an ancient curse, or she will lose him forever. Sarah J. Maas's books have sold millions of copies worldwide and have been
translated into 37 languages. Discover the sweeping romantic fantasy for yourself.
When faerie tale dreams come true, nightmare creatures can be deadly. Eve doesn’t believe in magic or fate. But when her carefully ordered life begins to unravel, she starts dreaming about
the Faerie Queen depicted in a tapestry that hangs at her uncle’s family estate in England. The dreams rekindle her passion for history and give her a new plan for her future. Step one in
that plan is a Christmas visit with her aunt and uncle at Lydbury Manor that she hopes will earn her an internship with her uncle. Unfortunately, a mysterious handsome stranger is also
living at the manor and says he’s her uncle’s secretary. Liam has been cooped up in Lydbury Manor masquerading as a human for far too long, at least as far as the Fae High Court is
concerned. He knows he’s close to locating the magical artifacts that will help the Fae destroy the leader of the Wild Hunt. He just needs a little more time. What he doesn’t need is
Oscar’s niece showing up, asking questions he isn’t allowed to answer. If he allows her to distract him, the Hunt will ride again at the winter solstice, laying waste to the remaining Fae.
As Eve’s suspicions about Liam bring her closer to discovering his secrets, the pair are forced to decide between fighting their mutual attraction, or surrendering to a forbidden love that
will threaten both their lives. If you like fantasy worlds, adventure, and suspense, don't miss this award winning I Heart Indie Contest, Heart to Heart Contest, and Daphne du Maurier Award
finalist!
Heir of Fire
Once Upon a Curse
The Urban Fae Series Box set 1-4
Eternal Curse
A fae and fur urban fantasy romance series perfect for fans of Patricia Briggs and Mercy Thompson
Gorgeous, haunting, and a wonder to read San Francisco Book Review An appealing way to rediscover the classic tales Publishers Weekly A beautiful addition to the adventurous fairy tale fan s shelf Portland Book Review STEP
INTO THE WORLD OF MYTH AND MAGIC Fair maidens, handsome princes, witches, and fairy godmothers all show their dark and dangerous side in this anthology inspired by myths and fairy tales, retold by some of the best
authors in this generation and by some upcoming new talents. Told with a dark twist, focused on the lure of the gorgeous evil, this collection will take the readers on a wild ride through magical realms of Ancient Greece, old Russia,
medieval Europe, and modern day America.
Discover USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Rivard's world of dark shifters and dangerous fae... *Silver Medal, 2019 RONE Awards (Best Paranormal Romance)* Four years ago, dolphin shifter Cassidy O'Byrne fell hard for a
sexy Latino from the Rock Run Clan. Nic was dark, brooding—and irresistible. But Nic was keeping a secret, and in the end he left, unknowingly leaving her expecting their baby. Cassidy loves her three-year-old daughter with
everything she has. But Nic's secret makes the little girl invaluable to the fae. When a powerful fae comes for her daughter, Cassidy takes her and runs to the only man who can save them. Nic never expected to see Cassidy again,
but he'll do anything to keep her and his daughter. He just has to convince Cassidy to give him a second chance—and keep his newfound family safe from the fae. *Crowned Heart Review ~ InD'Tale Magazine (5 stars)* NOTE: Sea
Dragon's Hunger is Book 4.5 in the Fada Shapeshifters Series. All books are standalone with an HEA, but the stories interconnect. If you crave dark shifters, steamy romance and intense emotional storylines, this book is for you.
Excerpt: Nic had been restless all day, and it was growing worse. His Irish mother had been a powerful Seer. Nic couldn't see the future like his mom, but he'd learned to trust his premonitions. Trouble was on the way. He dove into
the water. The ocean was a seething mass. A wave crashed over Nic's head. Even in his man form, he could hold his breath much longer than a human. But his animal wanted out. Nic dove deep and let the shift take him. Energy
rippled over his skin. For a few seconds, his body was a cluster of incandescent lights—blue, purple, green—before shaping itself into the powerful body of his sea dragon. Nic arced in and out of the waves, reveling in the slide of salt
water over his skin. He had rudimentary wings and could fly in short spurts, but the ocean was his element. A school of common dolphins scattered at his approach, chittering anxiously to each other. In this form, Nic measured
twenty-five feet from nose to tail, and he had the teeth and claws to match. Nic ignored them. He might be a half-savage dragon, but he drew the line at eating something as intelligent as him. In the sky above, lightning flashed,
followed by a crash of thunder. Rain slashed down, pelting his dark-gold hide. He dove beneath the waves, stopping a couple hundred feet down. Above him, the storm still raged, but this deep, the sound was muted, the black waters
calm. He glided through the midnight liquid, the premonition riding him like an itch that couldn't be scratched, teasing at a part of him buried so deep, he could go weeks without thinking about it. Trouble. Cassidy O'Byrne. Pain sliced
through him, fresh as the day he'd left Ireland—and her. He gritted his teeth and bore it. Then his spine prickled. His dragon was racing for the surface before his mind caught up. Cassidy was here—and she was in danger. THE FADA.
Shapeshifters created during Dionysus's infamous bacchanals from a mix of fae, human and animal genes. They're ruthless, untamed—and when they love, it's forever. *BEST SHIFTER SERIES of 2018 ~ PRG Reviewer's Choice
Awards*
'My philosophy is pretty simple: any day nobody's trying to kill me is a good day in my book. I haven't had many good days lately.' MacKayla Lane's life is good. She has great friends, a decent job, and a car that only breaks down
every other week or so. In other words, she's your perfectly ordinary twenty-first-century woman. Or so she thinks ... until something extraordinary happens. When her sister is murdered, leaving a single clue to her death - a
cryptic message on Mac's cell phone - Mac journeys to Ireland in search of answers. The quest to find her sister's killer draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing is as it seems, where good and evil wear the same
treacherously seductive mask. She is soon faced with an even greater challenge: staying alive long enough to learn how to handle a power she had no idea she possessed - a gift that allows her to see beyond the world of man, into
the dangerous realm of the Fae ...
The ninth novel in the international No. 1 bestselling Mercy Thompson series - the major urban fantasy hit of the decade 'I love these books!' Charlaine Harris 'The best new fantasy series I've read in years' Kelley Armstrong
MERCY THOMPSON: MECHANIC, SHAPESHIFTER, FIGHTER Mercy Thompson is back, and she'll soon discover that when the fae stalk the human world, it's the children who suffer . . . Tensions between the fae and humans are
coming to a head. And when coyote shapeshifter Mercy and her Alpha werewolf mate, Adam, are called upon to stop a rampaging troll, they find themselves with something that could avert an out-and-out war: a human child stolen
long ago by the fae. Defying the most powerful werewolf in the country, the humans and the fae, Mercy, Adam and their pack choose to protect the boy no matter what the cost. But who will protect them from a boy who is fire
touched? Praise for the series: 'Plenty of twists and turns . . . Kept me entertained from its deceptively innocent beginning to its can't-put-it-down end' Kim Harrison, bestselling author of Dead Witch Walking 'I enjoyed every minute
of it. I love Mercy and can't wait for her to kick some more ass' Lilith Saintcrow Books by Patricia Briggs: The Mercy Thompson books Moon Called Blood Bound Iron Kissed Bone Crossed Silver Borne River Marked Frost Burned
Night Broken Fire Touched Silence Fallen Storm Cursed Shifting Shadows (Stories from the world of Mercy Thompson)
A New Adult Urban Fantasy Series
King of Flames
Sea Dragon's Hunger
Mercy Thompson: Book 9
Curse of the Fae Queen
17 Dark Faerie Tales
SERIES FINALE - Read the complete trilogy today! A strong siren, sexy dragon-shifters, mysterious Fae, two murderous mages, and a mysterious dragon king make this fast burn reverse-harem romance a wild, steamy adventure! “If you think Goldenwand is the vilest witch who’s
ever lived, think again. An ancient and evil beast has been awakened, and she possesses the wand to kill us all.” And they thought passing final exams would be hard…. Fae, dragons, witches, and shifters have joined forces to descend on Goldenwand’s island, determined to root out
the wizard and bring him to justice. There’s only one problem: an ancient curse has been lifted, freeing Gae, a vengeful demoness, from her slumber. She possesses the power to bring everyone to their knees, even the mighty dragon king. After Gae captures Serah and Teju, cutting
off Serah’s siren voice and binding their magic, she puts her plans for revenge in motion. She believes Serah to be the goddess who first imprisoned her, and she intends to make her suffer a most excruciating death. With no way to penetrate Gae’s magical barriers, how can Draque
and Ladon save their mate and brother? How can they save the world? Academy for Courting Curses completes the Academy for Misfit Witches Series. Search terms: steamy reverse harem, reverse harem romance, fantasy romance, shifter romance, dragon romance, epic fantasy
romance, alpha male, mmmf romance, complete series, fae romance, fast burn romance, fantasy reverse harem, dragon fantasy, witch romance, witch fantasy, sword and sorcery romance For fans of Sarah J. Maas Throne of Glass A Court of Thorns and Roses
My kingdom is under attack.Four guardians cursed into dragons.And a magic I can't use.I'm the first in my family to have magic for over four hundred years, but I've never been able to use it.If I had, then when the palace was attacked by a sinister darkness, I could have defended
it.Instead, I was rescued by creatures I didn't know existed outside of tales--dragons.Now I'm at a tower, filled with magical creatures, guarded by four of these beasts. But on the first full moon, I learn the secret of these dragons: they're men cursed into dragon form.The Huntsman,
the magi, the assassin, and the warrior. The men are as dangerous as they are attractive. My heart and body don't stand a chance against their advances.And they need my help--my magic can break their curse.To save not only my kingdom but also the four men who are capturing my
heart, I have to discover the truth of a curse cast twenty-one years ago.This steamy reverse harem paranormal romance is the first book in Magical Kingdom series. It features a strong-willed heroine, four smokin' hot men, and a mystery to solve with a new twist on fairy tales and
mythologies. Book Two will be published October 2018.
My one piece of advice: Never kiss a stranger. See, I kind of kissed this sexy man at the bar on a dare once, and it turns out he's a Royal Fae destined to be my mate. Now I've been dragged to the Elemental Fae Academy to control the powers I unlocked that night. So kissing? Yeah,
that won't happen again. Nope. Lesson learned. Except, I kind of kissed Titus, too. And well, now, I'm in a world of trouble. I keep burning things down, flooding dorms, and I've attracted the campus mean girl brigade. This Fae Realm is a nightmare come to life. Truly. But there are
dreams here, too. Sexy ones. And they're in the form of five Elemental Fae mentors. They're supposed to help me control my powers, but who's going to keep the elements from controlling me? Note: This is a medium burn reverse harem paranormal romance, and book one of the
Elemental Fae Academy trilogy.
You get the entire journey of Harmony all in one box set. A sassy witch with kick but attitude, Harmony will win your heart as she is not afraid to to swear or get dirty on her journey to find freedom from an evil vampire. Book # 1 Eternal Curse. An eternal contract that could destroy
her life, her love, and even a city. My magic isn’t a gift—it’s a curse, passed down from one generation to the next. With bills piling up, I signed a contract with a devil in exchange for money. Little did I know the contract is eternal. Whenever I’m summoned, I have to use my magic
for illegal operations. After two years I want out. Book #2 Eternal Fire. Voodoo is child's play. The real game begins with the devil in New Orleans. I thought I was done with my dark past. Turns out I’m wrong. I’m destined to be in the middle of Chaos. An unexpected call from my
mother, saying the devil was outside her window, changed my path to a darker one. Book #3 Eternal Shadows. In the shadows of New Orleans there are no good guys I never imagined my search for momma would reveal such dangerous secrets. Setting out with a voo-doo priest and
my bestie I hunt for the devil. But my mission is derailed when I stumble upon a house of missing shadows. Book #4 Eternal Darkness. Once the darkness penetrates your soul there's no escaping. I'm going to murder the devil. I don't know how because he has extreme magic. Making
him too powerful for anyone to destroy. But I've sworn to get my revenge. What mattered to me most was stolen by him. The only options left for me are to be forever enslaved, or killed by him.
A Curse So Dark and Lonely
Curse of the Wolf King
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Stone and Fire
Tin (Faeries of Oz, #1)
A Fada Novel
A beastly fae king with a deadly curse. A devious bargain to break it... All Gemma Bellefleur wants is to leave her past behind and forget the day scandal broke her heart. But when she's captured by a trickster fae king
who threatens to hold her for ransom, she'll find herself at the top of the gossip column yet again. Unless... Plagued by a curse that will soon claim his life, the human-hating King Elliot will do anything to save
himself. And if Gemma can use that to her advantage, she might be able to bargain her way to freedom. All she has to do is help him break his curse. There's just one hitch-to do so, they'll have to trick someone into
falling in love with the beastly, brooding Elliot. With a devious alliance made, their scheme begins, bringing Gemma and Elliot into very close quarters. Soon, an unexpected desire stirs where once there was only hate.
But Gemma must fight it. For when the curse is broken, Elliot will return to his true form-a wolf-and be lost to her for good. Can Gemma sacrifice her budding feelings to save the king's life? Or will love force her to
give up something even greater...her heart? ACOTAR meets Bridgerton in this standalone fairytale retelling of Beauty and the Beast. If you like slow burn romance, wolf shifters, and brooding fae royals, then you'll love
this swoon-worthy story in the Entangled with Fae series.
An eternal contract that could destroy my life, my love, and even a city.My magic isn't a gift-it's a curse, passed down from one generation to the next.With bills piling up, I signed a contract with a devil in exchange
for money. Little did I know the contract is eternal. Whenever I'm summoned, I have to use my magic for illegal operations. After two years, I want out.When I meet Kato, a Voodoo priest, he promises to release me from my
shackles. I'm desperate enough, I selfishly take that chance. It's his life, not mine after all. But the closer I get to Kato, the more I think that losing him might be just as hard to take as this life I'm stuck in.Now
I have two options. Freedom from my magic or freedom from this contract. Either one will be nearly impossible to achieve.Can Kato free me before everything precious to me is destroyed?Fans of Patricia Briggs will love
this blend of urban fantasy and slow-burn paranormal romance wrapped into one magical adventure in the eternal curse.
Kirian and I were just twelve years old when I pulled him from the icy waters of the creek behind my house. As he looked in my direction with unseeing lavender eyes, I quickly realized our age was just about the only
thing we had in common. He spoke with an accent, he had pointy ears, and he was so beautiful it made my heart ache. Oh, and he claimed to be a fae prince cursed by witches who stole his sight.I thought he was crazy from
hypothermia. Turns out, he wasn't, and for some reason he keeps coming back. But a day in my world is a year in his. Every time I see him, he's older. Wiser. Hotter.Over the past six years, I've tried not to fall in love
with him because the terms of the curse are clear: If he doesn't wait for his fated mate in all ways, including an innocent (or not-so-innocent) kiss, he'll be blind forever.So when Kirian kisses me and pulls me through
the portal to his realm, I make it my mission to do some damage control. It'd be a whole lot easier if he wasn't determined to marry me... And if someone wasn't trying to murder me every step of the way.
He says I'm his fated mate.I say I'm his fated enemy.I was stripped of my royal title because of him. I was banished to a deserted island and left to die because of him.Only when I'm his last option does he remember I
exist at all. Now this cruel king is taking me captive to be his bride, join his people, and save his kingdom from a spreading plague.The witch claims this is our destiny written in the magic of the flames and the waves
of the sea. I choose my own destiny though. And I'll drown in those cold waters than ever be bound to him.Because he doesn't need a fated fae mate. He needs a savior.And I'd rather die than be either of those things for
the Cruel King.NOTE: The Cruel Fae King is a fiery, panty melting enemies to lovers tale intended for readers 18 and over. Fans of Holly Black, Sarah J Maas, and all things sexy fae will fall in lusty hate with the
Cursed Kingdoms Series.Reading OrderThe Cruel Fae King - Releasing Nov 19thBook Two - Releasing Dec 10thBook Three - Release date coming soon
A Sexy Fantasy Romance Series
Secrets of Winter
Heart of the Fae
Crown of Fire
Cursed
Book One

Do I save myself, or do I save the world?Xerxes the King of Flames is out to regain the power he lost to the King of Frost, so he can wreak havoc in the realms once more. He's focused, vicious and, worst of all, he's after me.You see, I, Cerys Dark, am the only mage who can help him regain his full
power. I've learned to hate him long before I met him, but I'll be damned, when he comes for me it's not a hideous demon that I face. It's a king riddled with shadow, magic and the promise of guilty pleasures. In exchange for my help he promises me freedom from the fated mates' bond that we share - a
curse in its own right. His proximity entices me in all the wrong and yet oh-so-right ways, but staying under his control would eventually consume me. I have to resist this pull no matter what. On the other hand, releasing Xerxes Blazeborn into the worlds with full power means destroying them all. So here
I am, faced with a choice-Do I save myself, or do I save the realms?
My fated mate is a lethal fae king. And I'm going to kill him. Ever since the Court of Flames banished me, I've managed to hide my true nature--Chosen One of the Fire Fae, destined to save us all. Truth is, I'm not that impressive. I've spent my banishment hunting demons for fun and slinging drinks at
Potions & Pastilles. But then the lethally sexy king of the Court of Ice finds me. He's been hunting me for years and wants to claim me as his fated mate. But it gets darker. He plans to sacrifice me to save his dying kingdom. One touch changes everything though, because I'm the only one who can warm
him. I'm going to use that to my advantage and convince him to return with me to the Court that banished me years ago. There, I will kill him before he kills me. But I'm playing with fire, because I'm not sure if I can I resist him long enough to change my fate.
The abyss is open… and everything she’s fought for will be destroyed. As the past returns to wreak havoc on the land of the fae, halfling Ren finds herself faced with her toughest decision yet: Give up Feylin or give up her humanity. If the elves have any chance to stop annihilation, Ren must use her mental
magic to her full potential and become what she’s feared most— one of them. Can Ren save the home she’s fought so hard for? Fae War is the third novel in a modern portal fantasy series sure to thrill you with quirky characters, adventure, and a slow burn romance. Each book is a continuation of the
story and is meant to be read in order.
My name is Nudd. I'm a trickster... ...or at least I used to be. All pookas are tricksters, just as all banshees are harbingers of death. It's what we do. Only I got tired of playing tricks on humans and decided to stop. Worse, when that snarky banshee, Aednat, came to me with a bloody shirt and demanded I
help her solve a human murder, I let her talk me into it. Big mistake. Next thing I know, we're both summoned before the Fairie Queen herself, and given an incredible task: find and break the curse that binds the fae to their traditional roles in relation to the humans. In short, give the fae a destiny all their
own. Impossible, right? Well, someone in the shadows doesn't think so...and will do anything to stop us. Not to mention I've also angered the Norns just by existing. Seems I bring a touch of chaos to their orderly universe. On a scale of one to ten, how doomed are we? Assuming we stay alive long enough,
can we fulfill our mission? Without killing each other, I mean. Frankly, I like the odds, but then I have more than a touch of chaos in my soul. Why not join the fun?
The Power That Destroys Book 1
Elemental Fae Academy
Ever Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #2)
The Void Series: Books 1-3
A Magical Kingdoms Novel
Kiss the Fae

Tin is the most famous fae in Oz for all the wrong reasons. Cursed with a stone heart, he is the perfect assassin: ruthless, efficient, and merciless with thousands of kills to his name. When his old friend, Lion, offers him a small fortune to deliver Dorothy to
the South for his lover to wear the girl's head as her own, Tin doesn't hesitate to accept the unsavory deal. Dorothy Gale lost everything-her family to illness, her dog to age, and now her farm to foreclosure. The entire town thought she was crazy for believing
in a faerie world called Oz, but even after ten years have passed, she can't help knowing she was right. So when an emerald green portal opens in her wheat field, she jumps at the opportunity to return to the only place she ever felt like she belonged. Tin
wasn't expecting a grown woman to step through the portal, just as Dorothy wasn't expecting Tin to have his stone heart back, but Oz holds more unexpected things than either could have imagined. Magic has hidden dangerous lies behind glamour, trapped
innocents in curses, and left the land of Oz in turmoil-none more so than the South. As Tin and Dorothy travel together for the second time in a decade, their lives begin to make sense again. Soon, they must decide who to give their loyalties to before Lion
takes Dorothy's head and Tin's cursed heart is forever doomed.
Fans of The Ancient Magus' Bride are sure to love this in-depth guide to its story. Chapter-by-chapter notes provide insight into the author's intent and the world of the story, covering mythology, magic, and more. This handbook contains spoilers aplenty, and
is meant to enhance the reading experience for the first three volumes of the series. If you're hoping for a deeper examination of the story of Elias and Chise, look no further!
A hot dragon shifter. A cursed winter Fae. Fated mates whose love was doomed from the start... My body. My choice. Or at least, it was, until the Fae Winter King hit me with binding magic and insisted I make banshee-human babies. If I refuse, the binding
magic will likely kill me. I have no choice but to comply with my sovereignʼs order. Not if I want to live. But when I meet my fated mate and discover he is no human man, but instead, a mighty dragon shifter, everything changes. Now I am expecting a beautiful
fae-shifter child, and I could not be more excited. Ben and I are headed for our happy-ever-after and I canʼt wait to be a mother to his son. Until the Fae Winter Queen sends our lives into a spiral of horror and destruction with her curse. If you enjoy hot
paranormal romance stories containing fae, dragon shifters, fated mates, redemption and second chance romance, then this is the story for you. Banshee Quest: Rennaʼs Curse, is both prequel and epilogue to the Blood Fae Chronicles trilogy. This novella
can be read as a stand-alone, though the following order is recommended for maximum reading pleasure: Book 1 ‒ Banshee Cry Book 2 ‒ Banshee Song Book 3 ‒ Banshee Power Book 4 ‒ Banshee Quest: Rennaʼs Curse. Reader Advisory/Trigger Warning:
For readers who might be triggered by sensitive subject matter, please be aware that this story contains scenes about grieving the death of an unborn child.
A magical calling card, a murderous secret, and an ancient, dangerous realm. The Fae have been hunting Imogen's mother for nearly eighteen years. She has something they want: her daughter. Now they've caught up with her, and Imogen's faced with a
choice: attend their fae college by choice...or by force. That should've been enough warning that Callador, school for the fae, is a manipulative and dangerous place. But it's not until the school is under attack and the students are facing death by curse that
Imogen realizes Callador's darkest secret isn't how they get their students to attend. You won't want to fall behind on the series readers are calling a "brilliant, magical new world." One click your copy TODAY to see what's Beyond the Shadow Veil!
Spindle Fire
A Steamy Paranormal Fated Mates Second Chance Romance
Fire Touched
A Tale of the Errant Fae
A Curse of Fire
The Cursed Fae
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to serve the tyrant who slaughtered her dear friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol,
Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena find the strength not only to win her own battles, but to fight a war that could pit her loyalties to her own people
against those she has grown to love? This third novel in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas, is packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating drama and swoonsome romance, and introduces some fierce new heroines to love and hate.
Half-Fae half-human identical twin sisters Rosie and Rosalyn grew up on a farm in Vermont anticipating the special power that would manifest on their eighteenth birthday. However, Rosalyn's special power doesn't manifest, which is devastating to her, and Rosie's power does but is unknown to the
Fae. When their mom Abigail returns to the Fae world after thirty years, to ask her mom Aerioyna about this unknown power, she is not met with a happy reunion. She is told that her daughters are a curse to the Fae and will destroy all that they strive for, and the only help she would get would be to
kill them before the curse comes true. That's never going to happen. Abigail returns home and without sharing too much with Rosie proceeds to try and train her with the power none of them know anything about before she goes off to college. Not only did she need to know how to use the power to
not give the Fae secret away, but she also needs to know how to defend herself just in case Abigail's family act on their threat. The story then follows the girls with their best friends to Maine to college.While walking to a party they meet some guys and form a friendship after-all college is supposed to
be all about boys, partying, and learning. It was until someone started breaking into the student's rooms stealing. Rosie is open-minded, stubborn, and has a help-everybody personality, so trying to find out who is doing it comes second nature to her. All she has to do is convince Augustas to assist
her and make sure her sister doesn't find out. One thing for sure. No one can find out that they are Fae.
A Huntress of Faeries. Five cursed Fae Princes. An evil that will destroy the world.When Eighteen-year-old Neara saves a villager from the clutches of a deadly faerie, the Fae Queen sends warriors to abduct her dying father in revenge. To gain his freedom, Neara must venture into the Shadowlands
and obtain three enchanted objects under the supervision of the bestial Prince Drayce.As Neara and Prince Drayce grow closer, she discovers the Queen's scheme to release an ancient evil and enslave the mortal world. To thwart these plans, she must break the curses of five Fae Princes, but the
cost of doing so is her Father's life. Torn between saving the human realm and saving her father, Neara must navigate this treacherous world and choose between love, liberty and power. Curse of the Fae Queen is a reverse harem fantasy adventure for fans of A Court of Thrones and Roses and A
Song of Ice and Fire!
Perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Leigh Bardugo, Spindle Fire is an enthralling, wholly original reimagining of a classic faerie story. Half sisters Isabelle and Aurora are polar opposites: Isabelle is the king’s headstrong illegitimate daughter, whose sight was tithed by faeries; Aurora, beautiful and
sheltered, was tithed her sense of touch and voice on the same day. Despite their differences, the sisters have always been extremely close. And then everything changes, with a single drop of Aurora’s blood, a Faerie Queen who is preparing for war, a strange and enchanting dream realm—and a
sleep so deep it cannot be broken. Spindle Fire is a tour-de-force fantasy set in the dwindling, deliciously corrupt world of the fae and featuring two truly unforgettable heroines, from a writer destined to be a major voice in YA.
Eve of the Fae
Darkfever
Steamy Reverse-Harem Adult Academy Fantasy Romance
A Court of Thorns and Roses
A Beauty and the Beast Retelling
Reign of Fire

A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything you'd want in a retelling of a classic fairy tale." - Jodi Picoult, New York Times bestselling author of A Spark of Light and Small Great Things "Absolutely spellbinding." - Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Caraval and Legendary In a lush, contemporary fantasy retelling of Beauty and the Beast, Brigid Kemmerer gives readers another compulsively readable romance perfect for fans of Marissa Meyer. Fall in love, break the curse. It once
seemed so easy to Prince Rhen, the heir to Emberfall. Cursed by a powerful enchantress to repeat the autumn of his eighteenth year over and over, he knew he could be saved if a girl fell for him. But that was before he learned that at the end of each
autumn, he would turn into a vicious beast hell-bent on destruction. That was before he destroyed his castle, his family, and every last shred of hope. Nothing has ever been easy for Harper. With her father long gone, her mother dying, and her brother
barely holding their family together while constantly underestimating her because of her cerebral palsy, she learned to be tough enough to survive. But when she tries to save someone else on the streets of Washington, DC, she's instead somehow
sucked into Rhen's cursed world. Break the curse, save the kingdom. A prince? A monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know where she is or what to believe. But as she spends time with Rhen in this enchanted land, she begins to understand what's at stake.
And as Rhen realizes Harper is not just another girl to charm, his hope comes flooding back. But powerful forces are standing against Emberfall . . . and it will take more than a broken curse to save Harper, Rhen, and his people from utter ruin.
After a revealing chain of events, Rose, the true heir to the throne of Turia, returns with her faerie godmothers. Upon arriving at her former summer residence, she finds some unexpected houseguests: A girl in a red cloak and a wolf. Along with Khione
and her friends, they volunteer to help her depose Queen Eleanor, a task that may prove more than difficult. As her nuptials to the King Wilbur draw near, Eleanor s association with Silvia proves to be potentially dangerous. Strong willed Princess Eliza
finds her new stepmother intolerable, but is horrified to discover the extent of her father s cruelty. Wilbur s machinations are dealt a severe blow, which threatens to re-ignite hostilities between humans and fae. Will this faerie tale have a happily
ever after? Reign of Fire, book 3 and the concluding part of A Dark Faerie Tale, is a blended retelling of Snow White, the Snow Queen and other fairy tales, with action/adventure and a magical touch of romance.
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